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Abstract
The formation of defect hydrides containing a large number of M-atom
vacancies (superabundant vacancies; SAVs) was studied in bcc NbHx and
in the fcc phase of FeHx , CoHx , NiHx and PdHx , by resistivity and XRD
measurements under different conditions of hydrogen pressure and temperature,
with/without allowing for exchange of hydrogen with environment (open-/
closed-system methods). Two distinctly different behaviors were observed: in
metals with small formation energy of Vac–H clusters, both H and vacancies
enter abundantly into the M-lattice to form the ultimate defect-ordered
structure, whereas in metals with relatively large formation energies, vacancy
concentrations remain relatively small. This general trend was examined by
Monte Carlo simulations based on a lattice–gas model. The result showed
the occurrence of two distinct phases in the vacancy distribution caused by
the combined action of the long-range elastic interaction and local Vac–H
interactions, in accordance with the observation. Conditions for the occurrence
of these ‘vacancy-rich’ and ‘vacancy-poor’ states are examined.

1. Introduction

In 1993, we discovered that gradual lattice contraction took place when Ni and Pd specimens
were placed under high H2 pressures and high temperatures, and concluded that it was due to
the formation of a large number of M-atom vacancies amounting to ∼10 at.% [1, 2]. Since then,
similar observations have been made in several other M–H alloys as well, and the formation
of defect structures with superabundant vacancies (SAVs) is now recognized as one of the
fundamental properties of M–H alloys [3–25].

Some other consequences of SAV formation have also been observed, of which the most
important is the enhancement of M-atom diffusion. The enhancement in the presence of
interstitial H, amounting to many orders of magnitude, was observed in the inter-diffusion
in Pd–Ag [26], Cu–Ni [27] and Au–Fe [28–30] systems, and in the self-diffusion in
Nb [18, 31, 32].
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The mechanism of SAV formation is believed to be the trapping of H atoms by M-
atom vacancies. In the presence of interstitial H atoms, the energy necessary to form a
vacancy–H cluster (VacHr ) ecl

f should become lower than the formation energy of a vacancy ev
f

approximately by a sum of binding energies ebi [5],

ecl
f ≈ ev

f −
r∑

i=1

ebi . (1)

The Vac–H interaction was studied extensively in 1980s in connection with plasma–wall
interactions in fusion-reactor research, and binding energies were determined in a fairly large
number of metals by e.g. implantation–annealing experiments [23–25, 32, 33]. The values thus
obtained, ranging between eb = 0.1 and 0.8 eV, are large enough to cause appreciable reduction
of vacancy formation energies. The reduction effect can be more pronounced if, as suggested
by theoretical calculations, a single vacancy can trap a multiple number of H atoms (i.e. the
occupation number r > 2).

Regarding the configuration and energetics of Vac–H clusters, a general conclusion
of theoretical calculations is that the binding energies are largest for single- and double-
occupancies, becoming smaller for higher occupancies due to repulsion between trapped H
atoms [34, 35]. In fcc and bcc metals, the maximum occupation number is usually assumed to
be r = 6, where all the nearest octahedral (O) site of a vacancy are occupied by H atoms. A
recent calculation for Al suggested, however, that the occupation number could be as large as
r = 12 [36]. It should be noted that the binding energy is measured from the energy of a normal
interstitial H atom, whereas the stability of a VacHr cluster in a given situation is determined by
the energy of a trapped H atom relative to the chemical potential of H of the environment. For
example, Tateyama and Ohno [35] showed that, in bcc Fe, VacH6 can be stable in high pressure
H2 (∼GPa), whereas in vacuum only the Vac–H clusters of lower occupancy (VacH2−3) are
stable.

Experimentally, evidence of multiple occupancy has remained rather unclear. The
configuration determined by ion channeling dealt exclusively with single-occupancy; a trapped
H atom is displaced slightly (∼10%) from its original position toward a vacancy. No data are
available for the configuration of multiple occupancies. Different binding energies manifested
as multiple annealing (or desorption) stages in implantation–annealing (or thermal desorption)
experiments have been assigned to successive detrapping from single vacancies, di-vacancies
and vacancy aggregates (voids). In no case have separate detrapping stages of multiple H
atoms from a single vacancy been identified [17, 25]. Note, however, that these observations
do not contradict the occurrence of multiple occupancies, because Vac–H clusters of multiple
occupancy, once formed under high H chemical potentials, should be subject to partial
detrapping under ambient conditions, to be detected as clusters of lower occupancy in later
analyses.

A possibility exists that a multiple trapping may be revealed by in situ measurements
of the concentration of Vac–H clusters xcl as a function of temperature and H concentration
x = [H]/[M], as the equilibrium condition for the chemical reaction Vac + rH � VacHr leads
to xcl ∝ xr exp(−ecl

f /kT ); ecl
f ≈ ev

f −∑r
i=1 ebi for low concentrations of H and Vac–H clusters

(x , xcl � 1) [5, 9]. This dependence on the H concentration at a given temperature has not been
verified by experiments so far. Instead, evidence of multiple trapping was obtained from the
temperature dependence. The dependence of xcl on temperature for a given H concentration
is, in fact, more complicated because the occupation number is also an implicit function of
temperature, tending from the fully occupied state at low temperatures to partially dissociated
states at high temperatures. As the average occupation number r decreases with increasing
temperature, the cluster formation energy ecl

f increases, leading to concomitant decrease of
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Figure 1. The crystal structure of fcc-based mono-hydride of NaCl-type (a), and vacancy-ordered
M3VacH4 (b). In the vacancy-ordered structure, one of the four simple-cubic M-sublattices become
vacant (L12 structure of Cu3Au type), with octahedral interstitial sites filled with H atoms.

the concentration xcl. This expected temperature dependence was observed in the Nb–H
system [31].

There is another unique feature of defect-hydride formation which sometimes shows up
at high concentrations of SAVs. In addition to uniform lattice contraction, in fcc M–H alloys,
we observed superlattice XRD lines having simple-cubic indices, which we attributed to the
formation of a vacancy-ordered L12 structure, M3VacH4 (a Cu3Au-type M-lattice with O-sites
filled with H atoms). This structure is shown in figure 1. Vacancies occupy one of the four
simple-cubic sublattices of the fcc M-lattice, with each vacancy surrounded by 6 H atoms.
This vacancy-ordered structure was observed in Ni–H [12], Pd–H [2, 10] and Mn–D [11]
systems. Electronic calculations performed on this structure [10, 37–39] also showed that,
in a series of 3d- and 4d-transition metals, the vacancy-ordered hydrides of this structure have
lower energies than vacancy-free NaCl-type mono-hydrides [39]. In the Pd–H system under
different conditions [8, 40], a different vacancy-ordered hydride of body-centered tetragonal
structure was also observed, in which vacancies occupy 50% of one of the two M-sublattices
randomly [40], and in the bcc phase of the Fe–H system, a vacancy-ordered CsCl-type structure
was observed [41]. Note that the vacancy-ordered structure of bct Pd–H has close similarity to
the vacancy-ordered CsCl structure of the Fe–H system; the only difference appears to be the
occurrence of tetragonality in the former. As the composition of the former is Pd3VacH4, the
composition of the latter may also be close Fe3VacH4.

Noteworthy is the fact that, in all these structures, vacancies order on 2nd-neighbor M-
sites. This implies that the interaction between vacancies is repulsive on nearest-neighbor sites,
and attractive on 2nd-neighbor sites. Thus, in forming the vacancy-ordered hydride structure,
the vacancy–vacancy interaction of this nature should be operating, in addition to the attractive
interaction between neighboring vacancy and H atom.

In the present paper, we re-examine the data accumulated in our laboratory in the last 15
years, and with a help of model calculations, try to clarify the formation process of SAVs,
including the xcl − x relation, and the formation of the vacancy-ordered structure.

2. Experimental details

To investigate the formation of SAVs, two different methods have been adopted; the
resistometry and the XRD. Owing to the high sensitivity of resistance measurements, the
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Vac–H concentration may be determined to xcl ∼ 10−3, provided the stability of measuring
conditions is assured. The sensitivity of XRD measurements is admittedly lower, and allows
the determination of xcl to several at.%. In any case, in situ measurements are essential because
SAVs may gradually disappear after recovery to ambient conditions.

Experiments are further divided into two groups; those performed by a closed-system
method, and by an open-system method. The closed-system method was adopted for metals
which form stable hydrides. Samples were prepared in advance, and the process of introduction
as well as the ultimate equilibrium concentration of SAVs was determined under fixed H
concentrations. The open-system method, on the other hand, was adopted in cases where the
sample preparation (hydrogenation) could only be performed under high pHs, hence we were
obliged to perform sample preparation and SAV formation measurement in a single experiment.
The exchange of H between a sample and environment is allowed at a given pH, T condition,
and hence the H concentration may vary in the course of SAV formation.

The resistometry was applied to Nb–H alloys (bcc structure) [18] in which, owing to large
mobility of vacancies and high stability of hydrides, measurements could be performed by
the closed-system method at medium temperatures (�300 ◦C) under ambient pressure within
reasonable measuring times (�40 h).

Measurements on single-crystalline samples of Nb–H alloys showed that the resistance
increase occurred in two stages; the first rapid process due to the introduction of SAVs from (or
along) dislocations/grain boundaries, and the second slow process due to the introduction from
external surface by bulk diffusion. In most cases, the former dominates over the latter; only in
single crystals of high quality the latter becomes visible. From a series of such measurements,
the equilibrium SAV concentration was found to be nearly proportional to H concentration
(xcl ∼ 1.3 × 10−2x), in the range x � 0.5. (The absolute magnitude of xcl could be off by a
factor of 2 due to uncertainties in the value of resistivity increase caused by unit concentration
of Vac–H clusters.)

By XRD, we measure lattice parameter changes to be caused by hydrogenation and SAV
formation. These two processes occur in different time domains: the former can be completed
typically within a few minutes whereas the latter takes much longer times of the order of
hours. In most M–H alloys, to complete SAV formation within reasonable lengths of time,
measurements should be performed at high temperatures (�800 ◦C), which in turn requires
high H pressures (pH � 3 GPa) to confine H in specimens. All the XRD measurements
were performed by using synchrotron-radiation x-rays, the details of which were described
elsewhere [11, 20].

In the case of PdHx for x < 0.8, pre-fabricated samples of fixed H concentrations were
sealed in high pH, T conditions, and the lattice contraction due to introduction of Vac–H
clusters was measured (a closed-system method) [20]. At high concentrations (x ∼ 1),
however, an open-system method had to be adopted, as described in the following [9]. Results
of such measurements on PdHx are shown in figure 2, together with those on NbHx [42].

In other cases, FeHx [19], CoHx [21] and NiHx [12], XRD measurements were made by
the open-system method.

An example of XRD measurements is shown in figure 3 for γ -FeHx [19]. Shortly after
a pure Fe sample was heated to a prescribed temperature (1008 ◦C) under a high H pressure
(pH = 5 GPa), the lattice parameter assumed a value (a(0) at t = 0), larger than that of γ -Fe at
a corresponding pH, T condition (a0), and approached asymptotically a smaller value (a(∞))
after sufficiently long times.

The H concentration at t = 0 can be estimated from the initial lattice expansion as

x (0) = � (0) − �0

�H
, (2)
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Figure 2. Relative lattice contraction of Pd, i.e. the fractional change of lattice parameters of the
initial and final state, �a/a = (a(0)−a(∞))/a(0), is plotted as a function of initial H concentration
x(0). Solid symbols from closed-system experiments [20] and open symbols from open-system
experiments [9] (see the text). Concentrations of Vac–H clusters in Pd, approximately estimated by
(3�a/a)/0.36, can be read from the right scale. For Nb, the cluster concentration has been obtained
from resistivity measurements by the closed-system method [18].

Figure 3. Lattice parameter as a function of time after hydrogenation, a(t), of γ -FeHx (fcc)
measured at pH = 5 GPa and T = 1008 ◦C [19]. From this graph, lattice parameters of the
initial state a(0) and the final state a(∞) are determined and compared with the lattice parameter
of γ -Fe (fcc) at a corresponding p, T condition.

where �(0) = a(0)3/4 and �0 = a3
0/4 for the fcc structure, and �H is the H-induced volume

expansion (�H = 1.9Å
3

for γ -FeHx [43]2).
The implication of subsequent lattice contraction is more complex because the lattice

contraction is a consequence of simultaneous changes of vacancy and H concentrations. Results

2 A value obtained from the fcc alloy Fe0.65Mn0.29Ni0.06H0.95.
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Figure 4. Relative lattice contraction, i.e. the fractional change of lattice parameters of the initial
and final state, �a/a = (a(0) − a(∞))/a(0), of samples of Fe, Co, and Ni in contact with H2

at high pressures and temperatures (open-system experiments) is plotted as a function of initial H
concentration x(0). Concentrations of Vac–H clusters, approximately estimated by (3�a/a)/0.36,
can be read from the right scale [42].

of such measurements performed at different pH, T conditions on the fcc phase of Fe–H, Co–H
and Ni–H alloys are shown in figure 4 [19, 20, 42]. In this graph, the relative lattice contraction
�a/a = (a(0) − a(∞))/a(0) is plotted against the initial H concentration x(0). On the right-
hand axis is given an ‘apparent’ concentration of Vac–H clusters estimated from the relation

x̃cl = � (0) − � (∞)

�cl
, (3)

where −�cl is the relaxation volume of a Vac–H cluster defined in terms of its formation
volume as vcl

f = �(0) − �cl. Lacking experimental values of �cl, we assumed �cl/�(0) ≈
�v/�0 ≈ 0.36, the average of calculated values for vacancies (without trapped H atoms)
in a number of fcc metals [44], and estimated the ‘apparent’ cluster concentration as x̃cl ≈
(3�a/a)/0.36. In effect, this procedure ignores the possible lattice expansion to be caused
by introduction of trapped H atoms, and therefore gives only a crude measure of the cluster
concentration.

Figure 4 reveals an apparently simple relation that the lattice contraction is nearly
proportional to the initial H concentration x(0), irrespective of pH, T conditions. This relation
was quite unexpected, and appeared hardly acceptable at its face value. Thus, in an effort to
identify the real implication of this relation, we re-plotted all the data of a0, a(0) and a(∞)

measured at different pH, T conditions as a function of temperature T [42]. Results are shown
in figures 5–7 for the fcc phase of Fe–H, Co–H and Ni–H systems. (Results for Pd–H alloys
have been omitted because the data obtained by the open-system method are limited in number.)

These graphs reveal the following common features. The lattice parameter of a pure metal
(a0) shows a small increase with temperature as a result of thermal expansion. (The scatter
is due to the effect of pressure, which is different for each data point.) What is significant
here is that, although the lattice parameters immediately after hydrogenation (a(0)) assume
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Figure 5. Comparison of the lattice parameters of γ -Fe (fcc) obtained under different pH, T
conditions. The lattice parameters of the initial state a(0) (�), the final state after hydrogenation
a(∞) ( ), and that of the metal under the corresponding p, T condition a0 (◦), are plotted as a
function of temperature.

Figure 6. Comparison of the lattice parameters of γ -Co (fcc) obtained under different pH, T
conditions. The lattice parameters of the initial state a(0) (�), the final state after hydrogenation
a(∞) ( ), and that of the metal under the corresponding p, T condition a0 (◦), are plotted as a
function of temperature.

very different values depending on pH, T conditions, the final lattice parameters (a(∞))
resume nearly the same value slightly larger than a0. In addition, a(∞) shows thermal
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Figure 7. Comparison of the lattice parameters of Ni obtained under different pH, T conditions [42].
The lattice parameters of the initial state a(0) (◦), the final state after hydrogenation a(∞) ( ),
and that of the metal under the corresponding p, T condition a0 (◦), are plotted as a function of
temperature.

expansion similar to a0. Thus, the apparent linear relation between the lattice contraction and
initial H concentration was in fact a consequence of a(∞) being always close to a0, namely,
�(0) − �(∞) ≈ 3a2(a(0) − a(∞)) ∼ 3a2(a(0) − a0) ∝ x(0).

These results indicate that, although the initial H concentrations are different for different
pH, T conditions, samples in contact with surrounding H2 finally attain the same ultimate
structure having a fixed composition. In order to identify this ultimate structure, it is useful
to recall the calculation of Zhang and Alavi [39]. They showed in their calculation for a
series of 3d- and 4d-transition metals that lattice parameters of the vacancy-ordered hydride
structure of composition M3VacH4 are much smaller than the corresponding vacancy-free
hydrides and only slightly larger than those of original metals. Thus we presume that the
ultimate structure attained after long holding times should be the defect structure having the
composition M3VacH4. Although superlattice reflections to be caused by vacancy ordering
were not observed in most of our experiments, probably due to high measuring temperatures,
the final state is believed to have the composition close to this limit, with some short-range
order remaining.

For the Pd–H system, shown in figure 2, the same argument can be made on the data
obtained by the open-system method (x(0) ∼ 1). For other data points (x(0) < 0.8) obtained
by the closed-system method, no such complications exist, and the result can be taken at its face
value. The Vac–H cluster concentrations remain small up to a critical concentration (x ≈ 0.7)
and increases thereafter. Results on Nb–H alloys follow the same trend at least up to x ≈ 0.5.

Note that the process of formation of defect structures is distinctly different for two groups
of metals, Fe, Co, Ni on one hand and Pd, Nb on the other. This difference in behavior may
be correlated with the formation energy of a Vac–H cluster. Formation energies estimated from
ecl

f ≈ ev
f − 6eb using the known values of ev

f and eb are small (ecl
f = −0.01 − 0.08 eV) for Fe,

Co, Ni [20, 25], whereas those for Pd and Nb are much larger (0.72 eV for Pd [9] and 0.30 eV
for Nb [18]).
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Hence the following picture emerges for the formation of defect hydrides. In metals of
small ecl

f , both H and vacancies readily enter the metal lattice to attain the ultimate composition
M3VacH4, whereas in metals of relatively large ecl

f , cluster concentrations remain rather small
up to some critical H concentration, approaching the ultimate composition thereafter.

This general trend will be examined by Monte Carlo simulations in the next section.

3. Theoretical

3.1. Formulation

Calculations are performed in the frame of a lattice–gas model, adopting a model Hamiltonian
of the form

H = 1
2γ B�2V0 + eHnH + evnv + Hint, (4)

where B is the bulk modulus, � is the lattice dilatation, γ is the image-force factor to include
the free-surface effect [45, 46], eH and ev, and nH and nv, are the energy and number of H atoms
and vacancies, respectively, in volume V0, and Hint represents the interaction between H atoms
and vacancies. The elastic interaction is included in the energy of an H atom and a vacancy, in
the form,

eH = uH − αH�, (5a)

ev = uv + αv�, (5b)

where uH is the energy of an isolated H atom, uv is the formation energy of a vacancy (= ev
f )

in the absence of lattice dilatation, and αH and αv are taken to be positive. The implication
of equation (5a) is that for introducing an interstitial H atom, which causes lattice expansion,
the energy cost becomes smaller in an expanded lattice. The elastic interaction expressed in
this way is known to provide a reasonable description of the spinodal decomposition in M–H
systems; see, e.g. [47, 48]. For introducing a vacancy, which causes lattice contraction, the
energy of formation becomes larger in an expanded lattice, as expressed by the positive sign in
equation (5b).3

In the lattice–gas model adopted here, nH is written as a sum of occupation numbers of H
atoms on interstitial sites nH

i , namely nH = ∑
i nH

i , where nH
i assumes either 1 or 0 for occupied

or unoccupied site i . Similarly, nv = ∑
l nv

l , with nv
l either 1 or 0 for M-atom site l occupied

or unoccupied by a vacancy, respectively. The interaction term is formally written as

Hint = 1
2

∑

i, j

J H
i j nH

i nH
j + 1

2

∑

l,m

J v
lm nv

l nv
m +

∑

i,l

Vil n
H
i nv

l , (6)

with the three terms representing, in order, the H–H, Vac–Vac and H–Vac interactions, for
which the following simplifying assumptions are made:

(1) No two H atoms can occupy the same interstitial site, and no direct interaction operates
between any two H atoms.

(2) No two vacancies can occupy nearest M-atom sites.
(3) The interaction operates between a vacancy and an H atom on any nearest interstitial site.

The interaction between the Vac–H pair is assumed to be attractive, with the interaction
energy Vil = −eb (eb > 0).

3 The second term in equations (5a) and (5b) describing the elastic interaction should not be confused with a pv
term in the enthalpy which should be added on to these equations, i.e. hH = eH + p�H and hv = ev + pvv

f . At
high pressures, these pv terms are not really negligible, but their effect may be absorbed in the present formulation by
simply increasing the values of uH and uv by appropriate amounts.

9
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The partition function of the system is

Z =
∫ ∞

−∞
d�

∑

{H}

∑

{v}
exp(−H/kT ) =

√
2π

γ BV0
Z1, (7)

Z1 =
∑

{H}

∑

{v}
exp(−H1/kT ), (8)

where

H1 = uHnH + uvnv − α2
H

2γ BV0

(
nH − αv

αH
nv

)2

+ Hint. (9)

Using this, thermal average quantities can be calculated;

〈nH〉 = 1

Z1

∑

{H}

∑

{v}
nH exp (−H1/kT ) , (10)

〈nv〉 = 1

Z1

∑

{H}

∑

{v}
nv exp(−H1/kT ), (11)

and

〈�〉 = (αH 〈nH〉 − αv 〈nv〉)/γ BV0. (12)

In the absence of vacancies, we have αH = γ B〈�〉V0/〈nH〉 = γ B�H, and similarly
αv = γ B�cl.

Actual calculations were performed for the fcc metal lattice consisting of N0 = 4000
sites and an equal number of octahedral interstitial sites for H atoms, repeated by periodic
boundary conditions. The parameters adopted are appropriate for Ni; uv = 1.8 eV [49],
γ = 0.4 [46], B = 190 GPa, �0 = 10.9 Å

3
and �H = 2.2 Å

3
[50], which gives

αH = 1.04 eV and α2
H/γ B�0 = γ B�2

H/�0 = 0.2 eV. For the parameter αv/αH, we
assume a value 3.0, which is larger than expected for a vacancy without trapped H atoms,
αv/αH = �v/�H = 0.36 × 10.9/2.2 = 1.8. The reason for this choice will be described later.

Hereafter, the concentrations of H and vacancies are expressed as per site, i.e. x = 〈nH〉/N0

and xv = 〈nv〉/N0. They correspond, respectively, to x and xcl used in the preceding section.

3.2. Calculation for the closed system

Monte Carlo calculations for the closed system were performed by Metropolis importance
sampling method, allowing for introduction/removal of vacancies in a metal lattice containing
a fixed number of H atoms.

In order to facilitate comparison with the experimental results shown in figure 2, the final
concentration of vacancies xv (∞) was calculated as a function of H concentration x . The
calculation was performed for several different temperatures, and five different values of the
binding energy eb. The results obtained for kT = 0.10 eV (T = 1160 K) and 0.15 eV
(1740 K) are shown in figures 8(a) and (b), respectively. On the right-hand axis is given the
volume contraction �(0) − �(∞) = �clxv(∞) with �cl = 6.6 Å

3
.

For a given set of T , eb, the actual calculation was performed by the following procedure:

(1) Start with a vacancy-ordered hydride M3VacH4, with xv(0) = 0.25 and x = 1.
(2) Decrease x by 0.05.
(3) Allow jumps of H atoms and introductions/removals of vacancies repeatedly until

equilibrium is attained. Calculate the concentrations of vacancies by taking the average
over 2400 000 subsequent repetitions (300 repetitions per site) in this equilibrium state.

10
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. The vacancy concentration xv(∞) calculated by Monte Carlo simulations as a function
of H concentration x . The concomitant volume contraction �(0) − �(∞) = �clxv(∞) is given
on the right-hand axis. No exchange of H with environment is allowed (the closed-system method).
Calculations have been performed at two temperatures, (a) kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K) and (b) 0.15 eV
(1740 K), for five different values of the Vac–H binding energy eb.

(4) Repeat (2) and (3) until x reaches 0.05.
(5) Increase x by 0.05 and repeat (3).
(6) Repeat (5) until x reaches 0.95.

Figures 8(a) and (b) show that an abrupt increase of xv occurs at a certain value of eb.
This trend, indicating the occurrence of ‘vacancy-rich’ and ‘vacancy-poor’ phases, is more
conspicuous at lower temperatures. At 1160 K, for eb > 0.41 eV, xv starts increasing from
small values of x , and reaches a saturation at x = 0.75 ∼ 0.8, whereas for eb < 0.36 eV,
it stays rather small over a wide range of x . In between, discontinuous changes of xv occur
at certain values of x , accompanied with a hysteresis. The vacancy concentration xv in the
‘vacancy-poor’ phase increases at higher temperatures. Origin of these dependences on T , eb

and x will be examined in the next section.
Note that the volume contraction �(0) − �(∞) is related to the fractional lattice

contraction �a/a defined in section 2 by

�(0) − �(∞) ≈ 3�(0)
�a

a
. (13)

3.3. Calculation for the open system

Calculations for the open system were made in a similar way except that the
introduction/removal of H atoms, as well as vacancies, is allowed. In this case, the initial
H concentration x(0) is adjusted by varying uH, starting from a sufficiently low value of uH

and increasing it by steps.
The lattice contraction caused by the introduction of vacancies and H atoms was calculated

as

�(0) − �(∞) = �clxv(∞) − �H(x(∞) − x(0)). (14)

The results are shown in figure 9, as a function of initial H concentration x(0). The calculation
was performed at a fixed temperature kT = 0.1 eV (T = 1160 K), for five different values of
the binding energy eb.
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Figure 9. The volume contraction �(0) − �(∞) calculated by Monte Carlo simulations as a
function of initial H concentration x (0). Exchange of H with environment is allowed (the open-
system method). Calculations have been performed at kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K), for five different
values of the Vac–H binding energy eb. Note the appearance of hysteresis for intermediate values
of eb.

Figure 10. Final concentration of vacancies in the open system xv(∞) as a function of initial H
concentration x(0), that underlie the volume contraction shown in figure 9. Calculations have been
performed at kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K), for five different values of the Vac–H binding energy eb. Note
the strong tendency for the formation of M3VacH4 for large values of eb.

The concentrations of vacancies and H atoms in the final state, xv(∞) and x(∞), that have
caused this volume change, are shown in figures 10 and 11, respectively, as a function of x(0).
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Figure 11. Final concentrations of H atoms in the open system x(∞) as a function of initial H
concentration x(0), that underlie the volume contraction shown in figure 9. Calculations have been
performed at kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K), for five different values of the Vac–H binding energy eb. Note
the strong tendency for the formation of M3VacH4 for large values of eb.

For strong binding (eb > 0.40 eV), the composition quickly changes to M3VacH∼3(xv(∞) =
0.25 and x(∞) ∼ 0.8) for any initial H concentrations. For weaker binding (eb < 0.36 eV), on
the other hand, smaller amounts of vacancies and H atoms are introduced. Note the appearance
of hysteresis for the intermediate values of eb.

Implication of these results will be examined in the next section.

4. Discussion

A key for understanding the anomalous SAV formation behavior in metal hydrides is the
occurrence of two-phase separation in the vacancy distribution, caused by the combined action
of long-range elastic interaction and local Vac–H interactions. Here we examine the implication
of these interactions, and proceed to interpret the experimental results in light of this.

4.1. Implication of long-range elastic interaction

The free energy, calculated by taking the thermal average of equation (9), reads

F = 〈H 〉 − T 〈Sc〉 = uH 〈nH〉 + uv 〈nv〉 − 1

2γ BV0
[αH 〈nH〉 − αv 〈nv〉]2 + 〈Hint〉 − T 〈Sc〉 ,

(15)

where a term kT/2 arising from the averaging of �2 has been neglected.
In the familiar case of M–H systems, where the formation of M-atom vacancies is

disregarded, the chemical potential of hydrogen is obtained from this expression by placing
〈nv〉 = 0 and differentiating, namely,

μH = ∂ F

∂ 〈nH〉 = uH − α2
H

γ B�0
x + 1

N0

∂ 〈Hint〉
∂x

− T

N0

∂ 〈Sc〉
∂x

. (16)
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If the interaction term is neglected, this reduces to the ordinary form

μH = uH − uHx + kT ln
x

x0 − x
, (17)

where uH = α2
H/γ B�0 and x0 is the maximum H concentration. As is well known, the

presence of the second term, representing the long-range elastic interaction, leads to two-phase
separation (called the spinodal decomposition) of H distribution, with a critical point located
at [48]

xc = x0/2 and 4kTc = x0uH. (18)

In the present calculation, the parameters adopted for Ni (x0 = 1 and uH = 0.2 eV) leads to
Tc = 580 K, which agrees excellently with the observation [51, 52].

For vacancies, the chemical potential can be calculated similarly;

μv = ∂ F

∂ 〈nv〉 = uv − α2
v

γ B�0

(
xv − αH

αv
x

)
+ 1

N0

∂ 〈Hint〉
∂xv

− T

N0

∂ 〈Sc〉
∂xv

. (19)

Thus we expect that a linear dependence of μv on xv should lead to similar spinodal
decomposition in the vacancy distribution, with a critical point located at

xvc = xv0/2 and 4kTvc = xv0uv. (20)

Substituting xv0 = 1/4 and uv = α2
v/γ B�0 = 9uH, we obtain Tvc = 9/4Tc = 1305 K.

These calculations suggest that the abrupt change of the xv(∞)–x relations, shown in
figures 8(a) and (b), may be a consequence of the two-phase separation in the vacancy
distribution to be caused by the long-range elastic interaction. When examined more closely,
however, we note that this could not be the sole origin of the two-phase separation. The phase
separation still existing at 1740 K, much higher than the critical temperature calculated for the
spinodal decomposition (1305 K), indicates that some additional mechanism must be operating
to incite the phase separation. That this is due to the Vac–H interaction in equation (19),
disregarded in the above discussion, will be shown in section 4.2.

Here we add some descriptions regarding the strength of the elastic interaction. The reason
for choosing the parameter, αv/αH = 3 (�cl = 6.6 Å

3
), has been to bring the lattice parameter

of M3VacH4 into agreement with experiments. In comparison to αv/αH = �v/�H = 1.8
(�v = 4.0 Å

3
), legitimate for an isolated vacancy, this assumes in effect that the lattice

contraction around a vacancy with trapped H atoms should be larger than that of an isolated
vacancy. This may be more easily understandable as a convention to describe smaller lattice
expansion around an H atom trapped by a vacancy. Evidence in support of this has been
provided by our high p, T experiments, which showed that the reduction of the equilibrium
cluster concentration due to a pvcl

f term in the formation enthalpy is small even at pressures of
several GPa. Under those conditions, isolated vacancies in metals having the formation volume
of vv

f ∼ (1−0.36)�0 = 7–10 Å
3
, hence pvv

f = 0.2–0.3 eV for p = 5 GPa, should be subject to
appreciable reductions of the equilibrium concentration. The reason why the formation volume
of a Vac–H cluster vcl

f = �0 − �cl becomes much smaller is because the relaxation volume—
�cl is larger in magnitude to compensate for a greater part of �0. The smallness of the pvcl

f
term justifies the comparison of the present calculation with experiments performed at high
pressures.

4.2. Analysis of the results for the closed system

To help identifying the effect of local Vac–H interaction, we performed another calculation in
which the elastic interaction due to vacancies is assumed non-existent (αv = 0 in equation (5b)).

14
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. The xv(∞) versus x relation calculated for the closed system at two temperatures,
(a) kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K) and (b) 0.15 eV (1740 K), without including the effect of elastic
interaction on vacancies (αv = 0). The concomitant volume contraction �(0) − �(∞) =
�clxv(∞) is given on the right-hand axis. Comparison with the corresponding results for αv = 3αH
(figure 8) reveals the disappearance of hysteresis in the phase transitions.

The results are shown in figures 12 (a) and (b), for temperatures kT = 0.1 eV (1160 K) and
0.15 eV (1740 K), respectively. Two-phase separation does indeed take place in these cases as
well. The transition from the ‘vacancy-poor’ state to the ‘vacancy-rich’ state occurs more easily
at a lower temperature: it starts from lower H concentrations, and smaller values of eb. A more
important feature becomes manifest when these results are compared with the corresponding
results of finite elastic interactions (figures 8(a) and (b)). The results are closely similar for
large values of eb!

We conclude from these results that the effect of local configuration of vacancies and H
atoms is playing an equally important role in the two-phase separation process. Configurations
accommodating larger numbers of Vac–H bonds have lower internal energies, and are therefore
more preferable energetically. Thus, for a given number of vacancies and H atoms, the lowest-
energy configuration should be the one in which the total number of Vac–H bonds is maximum.
Note, in particular, that in the vacancy-ordered structure M3VacH4 a large fraction of H atoms
create two Vac–H bonds per H atom, in this way leading to the maximum lowering of the
internal energy. Thus, the Vac–H interaction should lead to the formation of the ‘vacancy-rich’
phase precipitating out of a ‘vacancy-poor’ phase, coexisting with the latter. This tendency will
become stronger for larger values of eb. At finite temperatures, however, as the clustering of
vacancies is accompanied by the loss of configurational entropy, the ‘vacancy-rich’ state should
become less stable, and transform to the ‘vacancy-poor’ state having a larger configurational
entropy. Local configurational effects such as this have been ignored in the average elastic
interaction, but have been included automatically in the Monte Carlo simulation. The fact that
for large eb the calculations for αv/αH = 0 and 3 agree closely with each other indicates that
the local Vac–H interaction is dominant in these cases.

The reason why for large ebs the ultimate vacancy concentration xv(∞) = 0.25 is attained
above x = 0.75 can be understood by inspection of the crystal structure. Figure 1 shows,
in M3VacH4, 3/4 of H atoms have two neighboring vacancies, whereas the remaining 1/4 H
atoms have no neighboring vacancies. This implies that x = 0.75 is large enough to provide
six H atoms to each vacancy, to induce maximum reduction of the total energy.

Another feature of the ‘vacancy-poor’ state becomes apparent when xv(∞) versus x
relations at different temperatures are compared. In figure 13 are shown such relations at three
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Figure 13. The xv(∞) versus x relation calculated for the closed system for three different
temperatures kT = 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 eV (1160, 1740 and 2320 K). eb = 0.41 eV and αv = 3αH.

different temperatures, for a particular value of the binding energy, eb = 0.41 eV. A notable
feature is that the xv(∞) versus x relation of the ‘vacancy-poor’ state converges to a common
curve, giving endorsement to the existence of a well-defined defect state. The fact that this
‘vacancy-poor’ state is realized over wide H concentrations at high temperatures, and that the
common curve approaches ∼1/2 of the maximum vacancy concentration (xv(∞) = 0.25) at
x = 1.0, suggest that this must be the state of maximum configurational entropy.

Figure 14 shows the temperature dependence of xv(∞) for two representative values of
the binding energy, eb = 0.41 and 0.34 eV, at two different H concentrations, x = 0.50 and
0.95. For a large binding energy eb = 0.41 eV, the transition between the ‘vacancy-rich’ and
‘vacancy-poor’ states takes place, whereas no such transition takes place for a small binding
energy eb = 0.34 eV. There, the system stays in the ‘vacancy-poor’ state at all temperatures,
with xv(∞) increasing monotonously with increasing temperature.

The constitution of the ‘vacancy-rich’ and ‘vacancy-poor’ states can be made more
manifest by the population analysis, namely, by counting the number of Vac–H bonds in the
course of phase transition. The average local configuration around an H atom can be examined
by counting the number of isolated H atoms, H–Vac and H–Vac2 complexes.

Results of such population analysis are shown in figures 15 and 16 for eb = 0.41 and
0.34 eV, respectively. The H concentration is fixed at x = 0.95, where most of the interstitial
sites are filled.

For a large binding energy eb = 0.41 eV, figure 15 shows that at low temperatures the
fraction of H atoms with two neighboring vacancies is ∼0.80, those with one vacancy is ∼0,
and those without vacancies is ∼0.10, consistent with the ordered structure shown in figure 1.
Above the phase transition temperature kT ∼ 0.20 eV (∼2300 K), the fractions change to
∼0.10, 0.60 and 0.30, respectively, showing the formation of predominantly H–Vac pairs.
Thus, the high-temperature phase is a disordered state having a larger configurational entropy.
(The reason why the populations do not return to the original values upon cooling is probably
due to the finite size and timescale of the simulation.) The average binding energy per H atom
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Figure 14. Temperature dependence of the vacancy concentration calculated for the closed system,
for eb = 0.34 and 0.41 eV, and x = 0.50 and 0.95.

Figure 15. Temperature dependence of the fraction of H atoms of three different configurations (H,
H–Vac and H-Vac2), calculated for the closed system with eb = 0.41 eV and x = 0.95. Note the
abrupt population changes across the phase transition at kT ≈ 0.2 eV.

can also be estimated; 0.8 × 2eb for the low-temperature state, and (0.1 × 2 + 0.6 × 1)eb for
the high-temperature state. The average binding energy thus decreases to ∼1/2 in the high-
temperature state. In brief, the nature of the phase transition is the first-order transition in the
vacancy sublattice, in which the total number as well as the distribution of vacancies is changed.
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Figure 16. Temperature dependence of the fraction of H atoms of three different configurations (H,
H–Vac and H-Vac2), calculated for the closed system with eb = 0.34 eV and x = 0.95. Note the
gradual population changes in the ‘vacancy-poor’ phase.

Figure 16 shows that the case of low binding energy, eb = 0.34 eV, is very different. At low
temperatures, no H atoms are associated with vacancies, simply because vacancies do not exist.
As temperature is raised, an increasing number of H atoms become associated with vacancies,
mostly in the form of H–Vac pairs. The fraction of H–Vac2 complexes remains small. Note that,
at high temperatures, the fraction of H–Vac pairs is close to six times the vacancy concentration
shown in figure 14. In this case, where the system remains in the ‘vacancy-poor’ state at all
temperatures, the formation of vacancies is driven by the configurational entropy of vacancies
in the M-sublattice.

Additional information can be obtained from another type of population analysis, i.e. from
the local configuration around a vacancy, by counting the number of VacH6, VacH5, VacH4 . . .

clusters. At high H concentrations (x = 0.95), such population analysis showed that the
fraction of VacH6 is always close to 1, as it should, with a slight signature of partial dissociation
above kT � eb/4.

The population analysis for the intermediate H concentration x = 0.50 is shown in
figure 17 for eb = 0.41 eV. Below the transition temperature (kT ∼ 0.11 eV), the local
configuration around H atoms is similar to figure 15. The fact that nearly 85% of H atoms are in
the form of H–Vac2 implies that most of H atoms (and vacancies) are contained in the ‘vacancy-
rich’ phase, leaving the ‘vacancy-poor’ phase almost depleted of H atoms (and vacancies). The
system is divided into nearly equal amounts of ‘vacancy-rich’ and ‘vacancy-poor’ phases. A
notable difference from figure 15, i.e. the absence of isolated H atoms in the lower-temperature
phase, indicates that the ‘vacancy-rich’ phase has a composition M3VacH3, where H atoms do
not occupy one of the four sublattices of O-sites (the body-centered site in figure 1).

Local configuration around vacancies, obtained for the intermediate H concentration
(x = 0.50), is shown in figure 18. In the lower-temperature region (kT < 0.11 eV), the
fraction of VacH6 is 100%, consistent with the vacancy-ordered structure M3VacH3, whereas at
kT > 0.11 eV, an increasing number of Vac–H clusters dissociate with increasing temperature.
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Figure 17. Temperature dependence of the fraction of H atoms of three different configurations (H,
H–Vac and H–Vac2), calculated for the closed system with eb = 0.41 eV and x = 0.50.

Figure 18. Temperature dependence of the fraction of vacancies of different configurations (VacHn ;
n = 1–6), calculated for the closed system with eb = 0.41 eV and x = 0.50.

Figure 19 shows the temperature dependence of the vacancy concentration for eb =
0.41 eV, calculated for several different H concentrations. The case of highest H concentration
(x = 0.95) corresponds to the transition from the perfectly vacancy-ordered state to the
vacancy-disordered state, as described above. As H concentration is lowered, both the transition
temperature and the vacancy concentration in the lower-temperature region become lower. The
decrease of vacancy concentration in the lower-temperature region is a consequence of the
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Figure 19. Temperature dependence of the vacancy concentration for several different H
concentrations, calculated for the closed system with eb = 0.41 eV.

decreasing amount of the ‘vacancy-rich’ phase. The decrease of the transition temperature
with decreasing H concentrations, on the other hand, should be due to the increase of the
configurational entropy of the ‘vacancy-poor’ phase.

Generally speaking, the constitution of defect hydrides is a very complex problem,
especially at intermediate H concentrations, because the configurational entropy as well as
the internal energy of the system depends in a complex way on the concentration of H atoms
and vacancies interacting with each other. The fact that the total number of vacancies is not
conserved adds to the complexities. To avoid intricate descriptions of the problem, here we
focus on the following two specific aspects.

Let us start by examining the contribution of the interaction terms to the chemical potential
of vacancies. Substituting numbers appropriate for Ni into equation (19), we obtain

μv[eV] = 1.8 − 1.8xv + 0.6x + 1

N0

∂〈Hint〉
∂xv

− T

N0

∂〈Sc〉
∂xv

. (21)

Note that the effect of elastic interaction (0.6x eV) is rather large and tends to suppress the SAV
formation at high H concentrations. The local interaction term can be written approximately as
a thermal average of the binding energy per vacancy, N−1

0 ∂〈Hint〉/∂xv ≈ −〈∑i ebi〉. This term,
being always close to −6eb, depends only weakly on H concentration, and decreases slightly in
magnitude with increasing temperature. Thus, for smaller ebs, the elastic interaction dominates
to keep the system in the ‘vacancy-poor’ state, whereas for large ebs, the local interaction
dominates to create the ‘vacancy-rich’ state.

A more quantitative analysis of vacancy formation, including its dependence on
temperature and H concentration, can be made in the ‘vacancy-poor’ state. Figure 20 shows
the Arrhenius plot of the vacancy concentration for eb = 0.34 eV, for three different H
concentrations. The Arrhenius plot forms straight lines at low vacancy concentrations, xv �
0.03, showing that the vacancy (Vac–H cluster) concentration can be expressed in the form

xv = xv0 exp
(−ecl

f /kT
)
. (22)
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Figure 20. Arrhenius plot of the vacancy concentration in the closed system, calculated for the H
concentrations x = 0.65, 0.80 and 0.95, with eb = 0.34 eV. The system stays in the ‘vacancy-poor’
state over the whole temperature range. The vacancy (Vac–H cluster) formation is described by a
simple thermal activation process at low vacancy concentrations (xv � 0.03).

Table 1. Vacancy concentration in the ‘vacancy-poor’ phase (eb = 0.34 eV) at low vacancy
concentrations (xv � 0.03).

From Arrhenius plot From equations (23)–(25)

x xv0 ecl
f (eV) xv0 ecl

f (eV)

0.65 0.07 0.14 0.075 0.15
0.80 0.26 0.24 0.26 0.24
0.95 0.89 0.34 0.74 0.33

The pre-exponential factor and the activation energy derived from the Arrhenius fit are given in
table 1. Anticipating the relations

xv0 ≈ x6, (23)

ecl
f = uv − 6eb + αv� (24)

to hold, and approximating the dilatation to be primarily determined by H atoms, i.e.

αv� ≈ (3α2
H/γ B�0)x, (25)

we may estimate xv0 and ecl
f as listed in table 1. These estimates agree excellently with those

derived from the Arrhenius plot. Note that the large dependence of the cluster formation energy
on H concentration comes through the long-range elastic interaction. Note, also, that the
relation xv0 ≈ x6 is a consequence of having neglected the changes in the vibrational states
in the reaction Vac + 6H → VacH6. More generally, there must be a multiplicative factor
exp(�scl

f /k) arising from the change in the vibrational entropy in the cluster formation. Crude
estimates from experiments on γ -Fe [7] and Pd [9] suggest the multiplicative factor of ∼103

(�scl
f /k = 7–8). This is consistent, at least qualitatively, with the lowering of the vibrational

frequencies expected for H atoms trapped by vacancies.
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Experimental results obtained by the closed-system method (figure 2) may be compared
with theoretical results for T = 1160 K (figure 8(a)). The results for NbHx (x � 0.5) appear
to correspond to the case of low ebs, whereas those for PdHx(x < 0.8) are more likely to
correspond to the case of intermediate ebs. (The data for high H concentrations in PdHx , taken
by the open-system method, will be examined in the next section.)

4.3. Analysis of the results for the open system

Comparison of the calculated results for the closed-system method (figure 8(a)) and the open-
system method (figure 9) for the same temperature, may appear to indicate that overall features
are very similar. Indeed, for small ebs (eb < 0.36 eV), the �(0) − �(∞) versus x(0)

relations are nearly identical. For larger ebs (eb > 0.41 eV), however, a small difference
in the �(0) − �(∞) versus x(0) relation originates, in fact, from very different underlying
mechanisms, as manifested in the variation of H and vacancy concentrations. Figures 10 and 11
show that, for eb < 0.36 eV, both H and vacancy concentrations remain close to their original
values (x(∞) ≈ x(0), xv(∞) ≈ 0), whereas for eb > 0.41 eV, they increase abruptly at rather
small H concentrations to their ultimate values (x(∞) ≈ 0.8, xv(∞) ≈ 0.25). This implies
that, for large ebs, H and vacancies are introduced as Vac–H clusters, so that the ultimate
composition M3VacH∼3 may be reached, even for small initial H concentrations.

Inspection of data obtained for Fe–H, Co–H and Ni–H systems (figures 5–7) shows
that, in these cases, the ultimate defect hydrides are formed immediately, suggesting that
they correspond to the case of large ebs. For PdHx (x ∼ 1), the final volume contraction
amounts to 1/3–1/2 of the other cases, which suggests that the system corresponds to the
case of intermediate eb. This is consistent with the conclusion reached from the closed-system
experiments.

4.4. Additional remarks

Here we make some remarks regarding the implication of the present result for defect-hydride
formation in general. Although the calculation was performed for the specific case of fcc defect
hydrides, taking the Ni–H system as an example, the essence of the results, i.e. the occurrence
of two-phase separation into ‘vacancy-poor’ and ‘vacancy-rich’ states, is believed to be quite
general.

In actual situations, the occurrence of two-phase separation depends on several factors:
First, the binding energy should be large enough to make the formation energy of a Vac–H

cluster small enough.
Second, the chemical potential of H should be high enough to sustain high interstitial H

concentrations, and large occupation numbers of trapped H atoms as well.
Third, the temperature should be lower than the critical temperature of the two-phase

separation, but high enough to allow phase separation to take place within reasonable lengths
of time. Judging from the simulation results on Ni, the critical temperature under the combined
action of local configurational effects and long-range elastic interactions appears to be high
enough to sustain phase separation even up to the melting point of metals.

Fourth, the type of crystal structure is most favorable for fcc, less for bcc and least for
hcp. This is because the formation of the ultimate defect-ordered structure appears more easily
attainable in fcc hydrides than in bcc-based hydrides. In the hcp phase, as binding energies are
generally small [14, 16, 21], formation of the ‘vacancy-rich state’ appears unlikely.

The reason why defect hydrides of high vacancy concentrations were frequently observed
in fcc metal hydrides is because these conditions are more easily satisfied in fcc hydrides under
actual experimental conditions than in other cases.
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In closing this section, a few words of caution may be in order as regards the ‘vacancy-
poor’ state, in order to avoid possible confusion. The point is that even the ‘vacancy-poor’
state has concentrations of Vac–H clusters many orders of magnitude higher in comparison
to vacancy concentrations in pure metals, and certainly deserves the name of superabundant
vacancies. For example, in the case of Nb at 300 ◦C, a vacancy concentration in pure Nb is
estimated at 10−25, whereas the concentration of Vac–H clusters in NbH0.23 is 10−3 [18]; 22
orders of magnitude larger! Under ordinary conditions, the ‘vacancy-rich’ states are not easily
realized, but the ‘vacancy-poor’ states are. Our experience shows that after hydrogenation of
metal specimens, either by high pH, T treatment or by electrolytic deposition, Vac–H clusters
of concentrations 10−4–10−3 were retained and remained stable under ambient conditions for
indefinite lengths of time (�10 years). These concentrations are high enough to exert significant
influence on materials properties, e.g. the diffusion of M-atoms and the stability of electro-
deposited metals and alloys. These H-induced effects have been attracting increasing interest
in the last years [53–55].

Further characterization of SAV formation in the ‘vacancy-poor’ state by experiments, a
problem of more importance for practical purposes, is left for future studies.

5. Summary

The formation of defect structure with superabundant M-atom vacancies has been studied
on fcc-based M–H alloys. Two distinctly different states, the ‘vacancy-poor’ state and the
‘vacancy-rich’ state, have been observed, and explained, both experimentally and theoretically,
in terms of phase separation under the combined action of long-range elastic interactions and
local configurational effect arising from Vac–H interactions.
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